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Center for Great ,akes Studies 
University of uiw coi n 4 waukee 

The ease for a Feast 7orkboat 

This case was outlined in a previous paper dated 14 June 1968 entitled 

"Notes on iesearch Vessel c olicy" subsequently considered at two meetings of 

the all-university Councii for lvarine Studies. Arising from discussion at 

those meetings and as required background material for budget preparation, 

the present paper discusses the need for a fast workboat in more detail and 

suggests how that need can be met in a practical and economic manner.  

Why a Fast Workboat? 

A large part of the Center's research program, in the area of natural 

science, will concentrate on the physical and biological dynamics of Lake 

Iv.ichigan, with occasional special studies in other lakes. The main aim 

will be a better understanding of events and processes in a limited region 

confined to the middle reaches of Lake li ich.gan, including Green Bay. Even 

with this 'restriction,1 it will be necessary to mount a sampling and measure

ment program on a routine, year-round basis over an extensive area, as 

outlined below. Existing sea-going facilities, listed in the previous paper,** 

will be fully utilized where appropriate. FoT instance, advantage will be 

taken of the network of year-round car ferry routes (Fig. 1). License 

agreements have been concluded with three companies, and trials with a 

• "1. Small boats operated by the Center; 2. University of lv ichigan 
vessels, when available; 3. U. S. -Th ast Guard vessels, when available; 
4. lViarinette lvtarine Corporation vessels, when available; 5. small budget 
provision for special charter; and 6. facilities granted on car ferries.

U of Wisconsi 
Mlwaukee
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towed instrument package, which une'uiate. i n ept. over a range oZ sOO m 

or more, show progress and promise.  

To make a significant advanze in our knowledge of the physics, chemistry 

and biology of the Lake Yichtgan basin, it will be necessary to monitor the 

relevant variables on a systematic, all-season basis and occasionally 

in relatively high resolution and detail. To illustrate this point by a particu

lar example, we may consider the pattern of motion in summer, an important 

part of the physical background for other events and processes. A concept 

of the nature, scale, and rate of change of this pattern may be gained by 

examination of the changes in thermocline topography illustrated (in Figure 2) 

for six successive car ferry runs across the Lake covering an interval of 

42 hrs. The pattern of motion is dominated by upwelling or downwelling 

near shore and by large internal waves (now under study), which fall into 

two main classes--shore-bound waves of long period and waves of near

inertial period, which influence the whole of the the rmocline and dominate 

the offshore pattern of currents. Figure 2 points to the need for a systematic 

data-gathering and data-handling program, not only to illuminate poorly 

understood aspects of lake dynamics, but also to describe in sufficient space

time resolution the physical background for the proper understanding of 

chemical transport and biologizal dynamics.  

Figure 2 illustrates a striking wave pattern in a mid-lake cross section.  

Equally striking patterns will be encountered in longitudinal sections, but 

so far these have only been explored on one or two occasions (Fig. 3).  

Except in special instances, it seems unlikely that chemical or 

biological surveys will have to be carried out witb the degree of resolution 
represented by F'igures 2 and 3; but, again, our first approach will be to use the 

the east-west car ferry crossings to gain insight into the year-round chemical 

and biological regimes and the little understood circulation and exchange of 

water masses along the middle reaches of the basin. From time to time,



this observational grir must be given a oannect4 baA oae & o a.. n Cons 

on north-s outh sections. This will be done in various ways--by instrumenta

tion of ore ships, by use of U. E. T oast Guarcl, and other vessels for particular 

studies, by the deployment of unattended recording instruments, by the use of 

veseels on loan or charter. "ut to develop a program which is to be more 

than sporadic or dilettante, the 'enter needs a research vessel under its 

own control. This need not be large, but considerable advantages will 

accrue if it is fast.  

This conclusion in no way minim-i zes the great value of the facilities 

which have been aid will be made available, at no cost to the University, 

from such agencies as the U. . Coast Guarrd and the University of B!/ichigan.  

For certain types of cruise, or "one-off" studies, such facilities are well 

suited and will be fully used. ut for the kind of regular and tntensive 

program which we intend to pui sue--involving, for instance, regular and 

frequent cruises timed to coincide with car ferry runs--the ,constant availa

bility of Coast Guard or University of Di'ichigan vessels cannot be counted on.  

In spring and fall the .oast Guard cutters and tenders are fully engaged 

in laying and lifting buoys and markers; the availability of the smaller life 

saving craft cannot be predicted ahead of the day; students cannot be taken on 

board for instruction; and we must recognize that Coast ,Gmard assistance 

will mainly take the form of support for occasional cruises, notably large

vessel support in summer and (less frequently) in winter. This will, of 

course, enable work to be done which would otherwise requiro costly 

charterz. A notable example of the value of this kind of support is the echo

sounding survey carried out from U. E. C. G. C. Mesquite"I in Green Eay 
this summer.
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There is no justification, tbeAL&o>- e, io.elu- LW ; ety to i 

its resources by maintaining a large research vessel. * ...ut to pioneer 

and implement the kind of Intensive program outlined above, the ,Center needs 

the use of a workboat of not more than 100 feet in length and pref erably of 

high cruising speed. The advantages of speed are evident: better coverage 

and a better approximation to a synoptic picture of the area to be studied; 

effective correlation with and interception of car ferry crossings throughout 

the region illustrated in Fig. 1; more efficient use of faculty and technician 

time; and occasional savings in travel funds. For instance, at a cruising 

speed of 25 mph, it is possible to run a line of stations across the lake and 

oack in one day, whereas at normal research vessel speed, a night has to be 

spent on the other side. 7'isadvantages are: high fuel consumption; 

possibly higher costs of engine maintenance; possible speed reduction in 

rough weather if planing hulls are used; higher initial cost per foot of vessel 

length. owever, the advantages of speed considerably outweigh the 

disadvantages in this instance.  

Although hydrofoil boats, hovercraft, and multi-hull fast vessels will 

have research applications in the future, their present experimental nature 

and high cost of construction and maintenance appear to rule them out for the 

time being. 1n the present writer's opinion, the most practical solution 

for a fast work boat is one based on the C7 ew '--oat developed for the oil 

industry. These boats are now being built in considerable numbers to 

ferry men, equipment And materials quickly between small coastal harbors 

* There may be a case for one large research essel of the order o IQ0 ft.  
in length to be stationed full tirme in the 'Great Lakes for the use of univer 
sity and other research groups; but in the writer 's opinion such a vessel 
should be maintained, not by universities, but by the U.S. ::oast Guard.
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and offshore drilling rigs in marine areas where rough weather is encountered.  

The main features, perfoimance, and cost of this class of boat mill now bCe 

outlined, with suggested modifications for multi-purpose physical and bio

logical resea. ch.  

Specifications, costs, and performance of typical C..rew Toats 

The following analysis is based on I.nformation, incomplete but 

fairly representative, from manufacturers and from J:,r. C. 1. 1oodward 

of the 7.esearch Technical Yepartment, Texaco Inc, ellaire, Texas, to 

whom the writer expresses his gratitude. 7 r. Woodward, however, should 

not be held responsible for the accuracy of the statements made here; and 

decisions on major expenditur4e must await the outcome of a more detailed 

design study by specialists and perhaps also trials in Lake ,i chigan with 

a typical vessel of this class.  

Although the c7,rew 7 oat is a relatively recent development, the impres

sion gained from manufacturers' correspondence and advertisements is 

that 2C would be a low estimate of the number of boats built or under 

construction. Their overall length generally ranges between 65-100 ft.  

Migh speed is attained by hull design (predominantly by planing of the 

shorter hulls), by the use of aluminum for hull and superstructure, and by 

the installation of powerful twin high speed diesel engines driving two pro 

pellers and developing up to a maximum of 2000 hp in the longer hulls.  

A typical Crew Ioat (0 ft overall length) is illustrated in Fig. 4. The 

spatial arrangements and, in particular, the large free deck area aft, 

would permit ready conversion for research purposes. At the other end 

of the length range, Fig. 5'illustrates a typical U5 ft. Crew Boat, 
available as a standard item at the prices indicated and capable of a 

maximum cruis ing speed of 28 mph. Although such a boat, at reasonable 

initial cost and with modifications and additional equipment, would be



very useful on ILake At ichigan, p-2eser.-':a--tn~ ir esa; qL oLa 

indicate that a larger hull is desirable, to accommodate deck machinery, 

transferable laboratory units, sleeping accommodations, an f uel tanks for 

long range. Pecause the volumes associated with propulsion machinery, 

wheel house and galley are relatively invariant, a moderate increase in 

hull length over 65 ft would enable the additional volume to be used entirely 

as working space. * 

The maximum design speed, 25-28 mph, is relatively invariant over 

the whole length range (6%1-00 ft) and depends, of course, on a variety of 

factors, notably hull design and engine power. To achieve the speed at a 

shorter hull length, planing characteristics are essential, How far this would 

lead to intolerable "pounding" at high speed in rough waves on Lake Wichigan 

remains to be tested, but the use of crew boats in rough water in various 

parts of the world, notably in the Gulf of k exico, suggests that conditions 

in Lake lIvA.chigan would be compara:Ae. However, an increase in hull 

length above 65 ft would also help in this respect, part:icularly in view of 

the relatively steep seas in the Lake.  

?ased on the limited information supplied by manufacturers, Fig. 6(a) 

illustrates an approximately linear relation, over the range considered, 

between hull length and the cost of a completely fitted Crew - oat, including 

radar and navigation equipment. The costs ax e for aluminum hulls. Steel 

hulls are cheaper, but there is an increase in weight and corresponding 

reduction in top cruising speed. information on fuel consurnption is, so 

far, available only for one of the 100 ft boats, Fig. O(b). Consumption 

* Increase in beam does not enter into this calculation and as much as may 
appear at first sight. A typical beam for a 65 ft boat is 16'6", whereas it 
only increases to about 20? in the 100' boats. Apparently these must remain 
relatively narrow to achieve the speed.



at top crujsing speed is estimated (at continuous rating and full load) for 

other hull lengths in -Rig. 6(a) from engine manufacturer' information 

on the particula. engines used. Fuel consumption will, of course, be 

dependent on hull shape and propeller efficiency as well as on hull length, 

but the figures suggest that 5 0 gal. per hour would be a typical fuel 

consumption at top speed and full load for an 80 ft crew boat, in the speed 

range considered, and that, for hulls of greater length, the maximum 

consumption will increase rapidly. For an actual 100 ft Crew Yoat, 

Fig. 6(b) illustrates the dependence of fuel consumption on cruising speed.  

An increase of speed from 20 to 25 mph requires a &i% increase in 

consumption.  

]VLodifications of a Crew "oat for multi -purpose research and student 
instruction 

Modifications could take the form of (a) minor modifications to an 

existing C'rew Boat, involving the removal of passenger seats and the use 

of deck machinery and equipment mounted on skids or temporary fixings, 

or (b) a more radical modification involving new design and construction.  

Considerable experience could be gained if (a) preceded (b); and it is 

therefore proposed that a suitable 2rew Boat should be chartered for 

the 1969 season in Lake l\&chigan and that the following items be purchased 

or constructed: a hydraulic crane; hydraulic main winch with independently 

operated and interchangable drums; hydraulic or electric hydrographic 

winch, again with interchangable drums and provided with slip rings for 

electric cable; auxiliary diesel engine, generator and hydraulic machinery 

to drive the foregoing equipment; A-frames to provide towing and lifting 
points and support for the crane gib, when required. The equipment
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would be chosen or designed for minimum weight con'sisteat with strengt.  

and with modification Cb) in mind.  

It is proposed that, concurrent with trials (a) in which the University's 

naval architect will participate, a design study be instituted, leading to 

detailed specifications and costings for stage (b). To indicate our require

ments and to initiate discussion, modifications to a typical Crew Boat are 

outlined below.  

Outline specifications for an 85 ft fast research vessel 

In view of the various functions required of the vessel, and in order 

that the addition of winches and other heavy equipment should not impose 

too severe a reduction in speed, a hull length of 85 ft (beam 18 ft) appears 

to be a reasonable compromise. The layout of a typical 'rew 'oat of this 

length is illustrated in Figure 7, and the proposed modifications are shown 

in Figure 8 and outlined below.  

The Wheel House is extended in length (to accommodate sonar and 

navigational equipment, chart table, etc.) and increased in height in order 

to permit visibility aft, through windows at (4). U. an emergency cot is 

needed, this could be provided by extending the wheel house nearly to the 

rail on the port side. The passenger space is transformed into a Laboratory 

(with a large hatch cover in the roof to permit loading and unloading of 

bulky or heavy equipment); and the whole deck house, which comprises 

the Laboratory and Lounge (reversed to accommodate stairways), is 

moved to the port side leaving a narrow catwalk there. This assymetry 

gives a usdul forward extension of the working deck, needed for coring 

operations and for the handling of buoys and attached instruments.  
Lelow the main deck the only major change is the provision of (1) 

passive anti-roll stabilizing tanks and/or additional fuel tanks in the 2?void?"



space. The auxiliary machinery space 't a c' conodz e aa, 

hydraulic motors, and water pumps. The Crews' t.uarters, sleeping four, 

and the Galley/Wess have been left unchanged.  

The engine vents have been tapered and increased in height to remove 

fumes from the working deck and have been brought closer together, 

forming a shaft with ladder for access down to the Engine -toom and up to 

an enclosed Aft Control Station, from which the ship can be maneuvered 

when work is being done over the stern or when the vessel is being backed 

onto a buoy or net before lifting. Access to the shaft is from the Laboratory.  

Thus it is possible to pass from the WVheel Kiouse to the E ngine ioom 

or to the Aft Control Station without going outside. The roof of the 

Laboratory is referred to as the Eoat Deck. This can be reached by 

ladders at (5) and also gives access to the'Aft Control Station.  

A feature of this vessel is the large after 7orking Dteck. A pad 

with threaded fixing holes is provided, either for 15 ft x 10 ft Laboratory 

Unit, outlined at (7), or for a light trawl winch (8). If the trawl winch 

Is needed when the Laboratory Unit is on board, an additional pad and 

hydraulic power outlets are provided at (9). Iv[ost of the lifting operations 

will be carried out by an hydraulic crane (10), probably of the type commonly 

used for loading and unloading trucks. An example is HIA.1 y odel 174.  

This has a working area bounded by the two concentric circles shown in 

the figure, one of radius r ft. and the other of radius approximately 19 ft 

In this particular example the lifting capacity ,s 21/0 and 4900 lbs at 

161'6' and 8' boom lengths, respectively; rotation in a complete circle is 

possible; the mounting space (along the rail in this case) is 20 inches; and 

the total weight is 2004 Ics.  

The crane position will be selected to provide ample outboard working 
area, over the stern and the port quarter, and to permit loading main winch 

aLaoratory Unit on and off a dock or truck. The offset position of the
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crane witl, to sorne extent, counterbalance the assymetry of the wheelhouse.  
Strong posts for towing and trawling are provided at (11). The tail 

gate (12) can be removed leaving a 10-ft gap over a rounded or roller 
transom for the easy maneuvering of bulky equipment in and out over the 
stern. The provision of an hydraulically operated A-frame at the stern 
was considered, but the crane should be equally efficient and much more 
versatile, particularly if boom crutches are provided to stabilize the boom 
over the stern during towing operations. An additional towing point is 
provided at a higher level above the Aft Control Station, to which a 
temporar? snatch block or power block could "be attached.  

Not all the work will be carried out over the stern, however. An 
additional lifting point is provided further forward by an A-frame (s), 
which is pivotted on the main deck and remains strapped to the deck house 
when not in use. It is provided with a snatch block at the apex and another 
block at the foot so that, in operation when the frame Is extended over the 

port rail, cable can be passed to the drum or the gypsy of the main winch 
for hauling. The A-frame (3) will also be designed for use with a light 
hydrographic winch, using electrical or BT cable with interchangable 
drums on the Boat 7feck. The operator will stand on the main deck, or 
perhaps on a hinged outboard platform, with the winch controls mounted 

on the A-frame. Vith this arrangement the cables pass well clear of the 
operator, and connections between the winch slip rings can be made 
through the roof to instruments in the Laboratory.  

An additional lifting point is provided at the bow by sheave (2), 

to be used, for instance, in deep-water anchoring with the winch cable, 
and when underrunning a continuous length of cable. This may be taken 
in over the bow and passed out over the stern without obstruction, and work 

on instruments incorporated in the cable can tale place, if necessary, 

under cover without disconnecting the cable.
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The layout of the main Laboratory has not ?,een hovn inri- t. This 

should be kept flexible; but certain basic facilities such as benches, sinks, 

water and power supplies, mounting racks for instruments, and perhaps 

a gimballed table for microscope work will have to be provided.  

The purpose of the above outline, and of Fig. 8, is to initiate design 

discussions. Important considerations will be the effect of the added equip

ment and variations in fuel volume on speed and trim, and also the design 

of the propulsion system to provide flexibility and efficiency, not only at 

high cruising speeds, but also for slower trawling and towing. t may be 

worth considering whether, with Independent operation of twin propellers, 

one of these could be of variable pitch. The behavior of the boat riding at 

anchor may also be important. It may prove desirable to allow for rigging 

a mizzen steadying sail to bring her head to wind and to decrease the 

rolling amplitude.  

Yough cost estimates of construction, operation and maintenance, and charter 

Figure 6 indicates a prince of $200,000 for an 8 ,ft aluminum hull 

and superstructure, finished as a Crew Boat. The construction costs of the 

modified design and additional equipment, as outlined above, can only be 

guessed at; but it may well reach a total of $350, 000.  

Operational costa, under University ownership, would be roughly 

as follows: crews' salaries (skipper, engineer/deckhand, cook/deckhand, 

assuming employment for the whole year) $19, 000; fuel consumption 

(assuming 150 8-hr working days per year, 1/3 consuming 50 gal per hr, 

1/3 consuming S0 gal per hr, and 1/3 consuming 10 gal per hr) of 36,000 
gal at a little over 11 per gal equals $4000; maintenance (engine overhaul, 

oil, repairs, insurance and berthing charges--likely to increase with age 

of the vessel and machinery) should be covered by $7000 In early years, 

if most of the labor is provided by the crew. An annual total of $30, 000,
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with $35, 000 as an outside figure appears reasoneOY!e, !es f so r o +1 

are employed part-time.  

IV.any users of Crew Boats, including most oil companies, prefer chartering 

to owning. ,tewart and Stevenson of Houston, Texas, advise that, for a 90 ft 

vessel similar to that illustrated in Figure 4, "A straight bare boat charter or 

fully found charter with crew could be arranged from a price of $375 per day to 

$550 per day according to the exact conditions under which the boat works and the 

type and length of the charter.I" (letter to IvMr. Don Woodward of Texaco, Inc, 

12 July 1968). At a very rough guess, a full season, v.ay through October, might 

produce as many as 150 working days at say $400 per day for a fully found charter, 

including passage to and from the Gulf, plus 50 or so additional non-working days 

at a lower standby rate. This could mean a total fee in excess of $60, 000, not 

counting fuel. But 150 days may not be required for the 1969 trials. A shorter 

charter would be cheaper, but at a higher daily rate. A smaller vessel would also 

be cheaper($250/day for a 65 ft boat has been mentioned) but it may be inade

quate. A "bare boat" charter should be considered only if a first class skipper 

can be appointed, preferably the man who would command the University's 

vessel. The advantage of this would be, not only considerable savings, but also 

the opportunity to "build" his experience during the trials into the design of the 

new vessel.  

The figures quoted above represent the best available guesses, and all 

require further examination; and I propose that planning funds be made available 

immediately to commission a naval architect (for instance, Mr. iR. A. Stearn of 

Sturgeon Bay, Wis.) and to explo'e and negotiate a charter for the 1969 trials.  

Center for Great Lakes Studies C. H. lV ortimer 
University of Wisconsin-MVilwaukee 1 9 September 1 968
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Figure 3. Distribution of temperature in the upper 
40 m of a N-S mid-lake section of Lake Michigan 
with contiguous portions of cross-section; all 
29 July 1963.



Aluminum Crewboat by Breaux's Baycraft Inc., 
Loreauville, La. (Design No. 90-A-1802 ): 
Length, overall 90', LWL 81'; 
Beam 18'; molded depth 9'13 
Tonnage, gross 91, net 61;



AWAY ON SCHEDULE 0 FROM COOK INLET, ALASKA 
OR TUXPAN, MEXICO TO A RIG FAR OFFSHORE, ANOTHER HALTER-BUILT CREWBOAT CARRYING SAFELY, DEPENDABLY 

AND EFFICIENTLY PASSENGERS AND HIGH-PRIORITY CARGO. ONE OF THE MOST PROLIFIC BUILDERS OF OFFSHORE 

SUPPORT VESSELS IN THE WORLD, HALTER MARINE HAS UNDER CONSTRUCTION A LIMITED NUMBER OF STANDARD 

65' STEEL AND ALUMINUM CREWBOATS FOR DELIVERY FROM STOCK. THESE CRAFT, KNOWN THE WORLD-OVER FOR 

THEIR EXCEPTIONAL SEAKEEPING AND ROUGH WEATHER CAPABILITIES, CAN BE FURNISHED WITH POWER TO PROVIDE 

SPEEDS UP TO 28 MILES PER HOUR.
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Figure 5. An example of a "standard'/Crew Boat completed at 

a cost of $117,000 (steel hull) or $135,000 (aluminum 
hull) with maximum speeds of 24 and 28 mph 
respectively.
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Figure 6. (a) Manufacturers' information on approximate costs of typical Crew Boats 

in the length range 65-100 ft overall, with aluminum hulls (corresponding prices for 
steel are indicated in two examples), including complete fitting, navigational equip
ment and radar. Fuel consumption at top cruising speed, within the. range 24-28 mp 

is given for one vessel (100 ft) and estimated for two others for engine manufacturer 

information. (b) Fuel consumption atvarious cruising speeds for the 100 ft Crew 
Boat M/V "Jaguar. "(letter from Stewart and Stevenson, Houston, Texas, 

12 July 1968).



Figure 8. Tentative sketch for a fast research vessel in the form of 
modifications to an 85 ft Crew Boat (Halter Marine Services, Ine).  
Key to numbers in Figure 8: 

1. Anti-roll stabilizing tanks, passive type, or additional 
fuel tanks, if required.  

2. Bow sheave 

3. A-frame to provide a mid-ships lifting point and for use 
with the hydrographic winch mounted on the boat deck.  

4. Rear View windows from wheel house 

5. Ladder up to boat deck 

6. Aft control station 

7. Position of removeable 15'x 10' laboratory unit 

8. Fixing pad for laboratory unit and/or the main winch 

9. Fixing pad for alternative winch position 

10. Hydraulic crane for general lifting purposes between deck 
and sea and between deck and dock, designed to handle 
winch units and removable laboratory units and to provide 
towing and lifting points over the-stern and over the port 
quarter.  

11. Towing and trawling post

12. Removable tail gate
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